What are FoodCorps Lesson Topic Clusters?

The FoodCorps lesson clusters can be grouped in three major clusters: Lessons within each cluster use multiple strategies to address a particular concept. For example, students learn the concept of Go, Grow, Glow foods in the first lessons, make a snack with those foods in the second lesson, and plant go, grow, glow foods to reinforce the concept in the third lesson. Please see the list as a reference for lessons that might be interesting to teach as a grouping. Note that there are lessons in some groupings that span multiple grades. It’s best to determine your first-adapting each lesson to meet the specific needs of your group of students.

What is the FoodCorps Lesson Progression Chart?

A chart that provides an overview of FoodCorps lessons organized by grade, season and themes. They follow a progression where lessons can build off one another, and also the next grade level.

What are the Themes?
The six FoodCorps themes provide a framework for service members to identify the central topic for each lesson.

Living up to Our Full Potential: Making healthy food choices, exploring the ecology of food, and connecting to food, culture, and community are all conceptual themes. In the lessons under these themes, students are primarily working on building their knowledge of these central ideas. Growing and Accessing Healthy Food and Preparing Healthy Food are skills-focused themes, and in the lessons under these two themes, students are developing their skills in gardening, cooking, and accessing healthy foods.
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